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Vugar Ahmed  

Doctor of Philology 

 

The mountains of Shusha... 

     The poems by Vugar Ahmed, head of the Department of Press History and Journalism, Doctor of 

Philological Sciences, professor, poet of the Institute of Literature, "Shushan daglari bashi Vugarli" 

was published. The book was published by the "Literary studies plus" Creative Union of the 

Institute of Literature. The editor of the collection of poems is Ibrahim Yusifoglu, a member of the 

Azerbaijan Writers' Union, a presidential scholar, an employee of the Institute of Literature, the 

author of the foreword is a doctor of philosophy in philology, associate professor Gulbeniz 

Babayeva, reviewers are a doctor of philology, professor Akif Imanli and a doctor of philosophy in 

philology, associate professor Zakulla Bayramlidi. The title of Vugar Ahmed's new book presented 

to the readers was not chosen by chance. The book is named in honor of the famous song of Khan 

Shushinsky, a powerful artist of Azerbaijani music, a unique performer of our folk songs and 

mughams, which begins with the lines "The mountains of Shusha are misty...", the peak of our 

history of victory, the cradle of culture and beauty, the liberation of Shusha from occupation and 

our historic victory over Armenian vandalism. . Vugar Ahmed's poems on Karabakh can be divided 

into two stages. If in the poems related to the First Karabakh war, sad, fragile feelings and emotions 

such as grief, sorrow, anger, and longing are leading, then in the Second Karabakh war, these sad 

notes are replaced by a call to moral highness, victory, freedom, such as heroism, bravery, bravery, 

challenging the enemy. and feelings of optimistic belief in its eternity are expressed. "My 

Commander-in-Chief", "Karabakh is Azerbaijan", "I am in Karabakh with the smell of victory", 

"Martyrs", "Motherland", "My homeland", "Flag of Azerbaijan", "Tabriz and Karabakh are 

Azerbaijan!", "Since our land was taken", "Motherland stales" , "Paradise Karabakh", "To protect 

my homeland", Letter to the soldier", "Victory march", "Essay about Karabakh", "The glory and 

fame of my homeland, look, Vugar Ahmadi was made a poet" etc. each of his poems attracts 

attention with its meaning capacity and merits of artistic craftsmanship. These poems, written by the 

poet when our lands were freed from occupation, are thought-provoking and mobilizing. The book 

is intended for a wide readership. 


